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Abstract

Chromatin-associated condensates are implicated in many nuclear processes, but the

underlying mechanisms remain elusive. This protocol describes a chemically-induced

protein dimerization system to create condensates on telomeres. The chemical

dimerizer consists of two linked ligands that can each bind to a protein: Halo

ligand to Halo-enzyme and trimethoprim (TMP) to E. coli dihydrofolate reductase

(eDHFR), respectively. Fusion of Halo enzyme to a telomere protein anchors

dimerizers to telomeres through covalent Halo ligand-enzyme binding. Binding of

TMP to eDHFR recruits eDHFR-fused phase separating proteins to telomeres and

induces condensate formation. Because TMP-eDHFR interaction is non-covalent,

condensation can be reversed by using excess free TMP to compete with the

dimerizer for eDHFR binding. An example of inducing promyelocytic leukemia (PML)

nuclear body formation on telomeres and determining condensate growth, dissolution,

localization and composition is shown. This method can be easily adapted to induce

condensates at other genomic locations by fusing Halo to a protein that directly binds

to the local chromatin or to dCas9 that is targeted to the genomic locus with a guide

RNA. By offering the temporal resolution required for single cell live imaging while

maintaining phase separation in a population of cells for biochemical assays, this

method is suitable for probing both the formation and function of chromatin-associated

condensates.

Introduction

Many proteins and nucleic acids undergo liquid-liquid phase

separation (LLPS) and self-assemble into biomolecular

condensates to organize biochemistry in cells1,2 . LLPS

of chromatin-binding proteins leads to the formation of

condensates that are associated with specific genomic loci

and are implicated in various local chromatin functions3 .

For example, LLPS of HP1 protein underlies the formation

of heterochromatin domains to organize the genome4,5 ,
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LLPS of transcription factors forms transcription centers

to regulate transcription6 ,  LLPS of nascent mRNAs and

multi-sex combs protein generates histone locus bodies

to regulate the transcription and processing of histone

mRNAs7 .  However, despite many examples of chromatin-

associated condensates being discovered, the underlying

mechanisms of condensate formation, regulation and function

remain poorly understood. In particular, not all chromatin-

associated condensates are formed through LLPS and

careful evaluations of condensate formation in live cells are

still needed8,9 . For example,  HP1 protein in mouse is shown

to have only a weak capacity to form liquid droplets in live

cells and heterochromatin foci behave as collapsed polymer

globules10 . Therefore, tools to induce de novo condensates

on chromatin in living cells are desirable, particularly those

that allow the use of live imaging and biochemical assays

to monitor the kinetics of condensate formation, the physical

and chemical properties of the resulting condensates, and the

cellular consequences of condensate formation.

This protocol reports a chemical dimerization system to

induce protein condensates on chromatin11  (Figure 1A).

The dimerizer consists of two linked protein-interacting

ligands: trimethoprim (TMP) and Halo ligand and can

dimerize proteins fused to the cognate receptors: Escherichia

coli dihydrofolate reductase (eDHFR) and a bacterial

alkyldehalogenase enzyme (Halo enzyme), respectively12 .

The interaction between Halo ligand and Halo enzyme is

covalent, allowing  Halo enzyme to be used as an anchor

by fusing it to a chromatin-binding protein to recruit a phase-

separating protein fused to eDHFR to chromatin. After the

initial recruitment, increased local concentration of the phase

separating protein passes the critical concentration needed

for phase separation and thus nucleates a condensate at

the anchor (Figure 1B). By fusing fluorescent proteins (e.g.

mCherry and eGFP) to eDHFR and Halo, nucleation and

growth of condensates can be visualized in real time with

fluorescence microscopy. Because the interaction between

eDHFR and TMP is non-covalent, excess free TMP can be

added to compete with the dimerizer for eDHFR binding. This

will then release the phase separation protein from the anchor

and dissolve the chromatin-associated condensate.

We used this tool to induce de novo promyelocytic leukemia

(PML) nuclear body formation on telomeres in telomerase-

negative cancer cells that use an alternative lengthening of

telomeres (ALT) pathway for telomere maintenance13,14 .

 PML nuclear bodies are membrane-less compartments

involved in many nuclear processes15,16  and are uniquely

localized to ALT telomeres to form APBs, for ALT telomere-

associated PML bodies17,18 . Telomeres cluster within APBs,

presumably to provide repair templates for homology-directed

telomere DNA synthesis in ALT19 . Indeed, telomere DNA

synthesis has been detected in APBs and APBs play essential

roles in enriching DNA repair factors on telomeres20,21 .

However, the mechanisms underlying APB assembly and

telomere clustering within APBs were unknown. Since

telomere proteins in ALT cells are uniquely modified

by small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMOs)22 , many APB

components contain sumoylation sites 22,23 ,24 ,25  and/

or SUMO-interacting motifs (SIMs)26,27  and SUMO-SIM

interactions drive phase separation28 , we hypothesized that

sumoylation on telomeres leads to enrichment of SUMO/

SIM containing proteins and SUMO-SIM interactions between

those proteins lead to phase separation.  PML protein, which

has three sumoylation sites and one SIM site, can be recruited

to sumoylated telomeres to form APBs and coalescence

of liquid APBs leads to telomeres clustering. To test this

hypothesis, we used the chemical dimerization system to

mimic sumoylation-induced APB formation by recruiting SIM
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to telomeres (Figure 2A)11 . GFP is fused to Haloenzyme

for visualization and to the telomere-binding protein TRF1 to

anchor the dimerizer to telomeres. SIM is fused to eDHFR

and mCherry. Kinetics of condensate formation and droplet

fusion-induced telomere clustering are followed with live cell

imaging.  Phase separation is reversed by adding excess free

TMP to compete with eDHFR binding. Immunofluorescence

(IF) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) are

used to determine condensate composition and telomeric

association. Recruiting SIM enriches SUMO on telomeres

and the induced condensates contain PML and therefore

are APBs. Recruiting a SIM mutant that cannot interact with

SUMO does not enrich SUMO on telomeres or induce phase

separation, indicating that the fundamental driving force for

APB condensation is SUMO-SIM interaction. Agreeing with

this observation, polySUMO-polySIM polymers that fused

to a TRF2 binding factor RAP1 can also induce APB

formation29 . Compared to the polySUMO-polySIM fusion

system where phase separation occurs as long as enough

proteins are produced, the chemical dimerization approach

presented here induces phase separation on demand and

thus offers better temporal resolution to monitor the kinetics

of phase separation and telomere clustering process. In

addition, this chemical dimerization system permits the

recruitment of other proteins to assess their ability in

inducing phase separation and telomere clustering. For

example, a disordered protein recruited to telomeres can also

form droplets and cluster telomeres without inducing APB

formation, suggesting telomere clustering is independent of

APB chemistry and only relies on APB liquid property11 .

Protocol

1. Production of transient cell lines

1. Culture U2OS acceptor cells on 22 x 22 mm glass

coverslips (for live imaging) or 12 mm diameter circular

coverslips (for IF or FISH) coated with poly-D-lysine in 6-

well plate with growth medium (10% fetal bovine serum

and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin solution in DMEM) until

they reach 60-70% confluency.

2. Replace growth medium with 1 mL transfection medium

(growth medium without Penicillin-Streptomycin solution)

prior to transfection.

3. For each transfection well, add 4 μL transfection reagent

to 150 μL reduced serum media, vortex for 10 seconds

and then incubate for 5 mins.

4. For each well, add Halo construct plasmid (Halo-GFP-

TRF1 or Halo-TRF1) and eDHFR construct plasmid

(mCherry-eDHFR-SIM or mCherry-eDHFR-SIM mutant)

at a 1:1 mass ratio (0.5 μg Halo construct plasmid with 0.5

μg eDHFR construct plasmid) to 150 μL reduced serum

media, dropwise, mix by pipetting.
 

NOTE: The tags are relatively small (Halo 33 kD,

eDHFR 28 kD, mCherry 30 kD, eGFP 27 kD)

and no effect on phase separation was observed.

However, using mutants such as SIM mutant

used here to make sure that the phase behavior

is sensitive to the mutations not the tags is

advised. SIM is from PIASx28,30 . SIM sequence is

AAAGTCGATGTAATTGACTTAACGATCGAATCTAGCAGCGATGAAGAAGAAGATCCACCGGCTAAACGT.

SIM mutant is generated by mutating SIM amino

acids VIDL to VADA28 , and the sequence is

AAAGTCGATGTAGCCGACGCCACGATCGAATCTAGCAGCGATGAAGAAGAAGATCCACCGGCTAAACGT.
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We deposited our plasmids to addgene: #164644

3XHalo-GFP-TRF1; #164646 mCherry-eDHFR-SIM;

#164649 mCherry-eDHFR-SIM mutant.

5. Add 150 μL of transfection reagent -reduced serum

media mixture to 150 μL reduced serum media with DNA,

dropwise, mix by pipetting, incubate for 5 mins.

6. Add the 300 μL of transfection reagent-DNA mixture to

cells, dropwise and then place cells back to incubator.

7. Wait 24-48 hours before live imaging,

immunofluorescence (IF) or fluorescence in situ

hybridization (FISH).

2. Dimerization on telomeres

1. Dissolve dimerizers in dimethyl sulphoxide at 10 mM and

store in plastic microcentrifuge tubes at −80 °C for long

term storage.
 

NOTE: Instead of using the dimerizer with TMP

directly linked to Halo (TMP-Halo, TH), dimerizer TMP-

NVOC-Halo (TNH) that has a photosensitive linker, 6-

nitroveratryl oxycarbonyl (NVOC), between TMP and

Haloligand is used31 . This is because it takes less time

for TNH (~5 mins) to diffuse into the cell than TH (~20

mins). Results shown here can also be obtained using

TH. When using TNH, be careful not to expose the

dimerizer to light to avoid NOVC cleavage. Handle TNH

in a dark room with a dim red-light lamp, store the

dimerizer in amber plastic tubes and wrap the container

containing TNH or treated cells with aluminum foil.

Imaging TNH with DIC is safe.

2. Take an aliquot of 10 mM dimerizer from −80 °C and

dilute in imaging medium to a stock concentration of 10

μM and store at −20 °C.

3. When ready to use, dilute dimerizers from 10 μM stock

solution to a final working concentration of 100 nM in

growth medium (for fixed imaging) or imaging medium.

Treat cells with 100 nM dimerizers (final concentration)

on stage for live imaging or incubate for 4-5 hours

for immunofluorescence (IF) and fluorescence in situ

hybridization (FISH).
 

NOTE: The concentration of dimerizers used affects

dimerization efficiency and thus phase separation. The

dimerizer concentration allowing maximum dimerization

efficiency depends on cell type and anchor protein

concentration, so it will need to be determined for

different experiments. One simple way is to incubate

cells expressing the anchor protein and mCherry-eDHFR

(without fusing to the phase separating protein or fused

to a non-phase separating mutant) and identify the

dimerizer concentration at which the highest mCherry

intensity at the anchor is achieved. A more systematic

approach is to incubate cells expressing the anchor

only with different concentrations of dimerizers and

then with a Halo binding dye to help determine the

dimerizer concentration at which the Halo binding dye

intensity starts to plateau (i.e., all Halo-fused anchors are

occupied by the dimerizer and no more left for the Halo

binding dye)32 .

4. To reverse dimerization, incubate cells with dimerizers

for 2-5 hours (with or without live imaging) or until desired

droplet size is achieved and add 100 μM free TMP (final

concentration) diluted in imaging medium to cells.

3. Immunofluorescence (IF)

1. Seed 105  cells on 12 mm diameter circular cover

glasses coated with poly-D-lysine in 6-well plate.

https://www.jove.com
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Then transfect the two plasmids (Halo-GFP-TRF1 with

mCherry-eDHFR-SIM or mCherry-eDHFR-SIM mutant)

and wait for 24-48 hours before proceeding to

immunofluorescence.
 

NOTE: Wait more than one day after transfection can

obtain higher expression. 

2. Dilute dimerizers with growth medium to reach a final

concentration of 100 nM, add diluted dimerizers to cells

and incubate at 37 °C for 4-5 hours.
 

NOTE: Phase separation is quickly induced after adding

dimerizers (< 30 mins). Longer incubation helps droplets

coarsen into larger sizes. Following droplet growth with

live imaging can be used to determine the time it takes

for droplets to reach a desired state.

3. Fix cells in PBS solution containing 4% formaldehyde

and 0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 mins at room temperature

to permeabilize cells. Wash cells 3 times with PBS.
 

NOTE: After this step, it can be paused and cells can be

stored at 4 °C for up to a week.
 

Caution: Formaldehyde is harmful by inhalation and if

swallowed, it also irritates eyes, respiratory system and

skin and is a possible cancer hazard. Need to wear

personal protective equipment, use only in a chemical

fume hood. Also put it in a waste container after use, do

not dispose it in the sink.

4. Wash coverslips two times with 50 μL TBS-Tx and once

with 50 μL Antibody Dilution Buffer (AbDil). TBS-Tx was

made by TBS, 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.05% Na-azide.

AbDil was made by TBS-Tx, 2% BSA and 0.05% Na-

azide.

5. Incubate each coverslip with 50 μL primary anti-PML

(1:50 dilution in AbDil) / anti-SUMO1 (1:200 dilution in

AbDil) / anti-SUMO2/3 antibody (1:200 dilution in AbDil)

at 4 °C in a humidified chamber overnight. mCherry

antibody can also be used (1:200 dilution in AbDil) to help

detect mCherry signal for FISH.
 

NOTE: FISH quenches the mCherry fluorescent signal,

which makes it difficult to differentiate cells transfected

with mCherry plasmids from those not transfected in

FISH experiments. Using mCherry antibody is advised.

Alternatively, one can make a stable cell line expressing

eDHFR containing protein.

6. Wash coverslips 3 times with AbDil to remove unbound

primary antibody.

7. Incubate cells with secondary antibody [anti-mouse IgG

(H+L) secondary antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor

647 for PML and SUMO, anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) secondary

antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor 555 for mCherry,

both at 1:1000 dilution in AbDil] for 1 hour in dark box at

room temperature.

8. Wash coverslips 3 times with TBS-Tx.

9. Label slides, dilute DAPI in mounting media to reach

DAPI final concentration of 1 μg/mL. Then put 2 μL

diluted DAPI on the slide. Flip the coverslips over and

place them onto DAPI drop, aspire extra fluid from the

edge of the coverslip.

10. Seal with nail polish, let it dry and rinse from top of the

coverslip with water. Save in freezer for imaging.

4. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)

1. Seed 105  cells on 12 mm diameter circular cover glasses

coated with poly-D-lysine in 6-well plate. Transfect cells

with Halo-TRF1 and mCherry-eDHFR-SIM or mCherry-

eDHFR-SIM mutant plasmids and wait for 24-48 h before

proceeding to FISH. The dimerization step is the same

as described in 3.2.
 

https://www.jove.com
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NOTE: Here TRF1 is not fused with GFP so the green

channel is freed up for telomere DNA probe.

2. Fix cells with 4% formaldehyde for 10 mins at room

temperature and wash 4 times with PBS. For IF-FISH,

proceed to IF protocol from here and after washing

off secondary antibody in IF (3.8), refix cells with 4%

formaldehyde for 10 mins at room temperature and wash

three times with PBS.

3. Dehydrate coverslips in an ethanol series (70%, 80%,

90%, 2 mins each).

4. Incubate coverslips with 488-telC PNA probe (1:2000

ratio) in 5 μL hybridization solution at 75 °C for 5

mins. Hybridization solution contains 70% deionized

formamide, 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 0.5% blocking reagent.

Then incubate overnight in a humidified chamber at room

temperature.

5. Wash coverslips with wash buffer (70% formamide, 10

mM Tris) 2 mins for 3 times at room temperature and

mount with 1 μg/mL DAPI in mounting media for imaging.
 

NOTE: The FISH protocol is a published protocol33 ’34 .

5. Live imaging

1. When cells are ready for imaging, mount coverslips

in magnetic chambers with cells maintained in 1 mL

imaging medium without phenol red on a heated stage in

an environmental chamber.

2. Set up microscope and environmental control apparatus.

Images were acquired with a spinning disk confocal

microscope with a 100x 1.4 NA objective, a

Piezo Z-Drive, an electron multiplying charge-coupled

device (EMCCD) camera, and a laser merge module

equipped with 455, 488, 561, 594 and 647 nm lasers

controlled by imaging software. Output powers for all

lasers are 20 mW measured at the fiber end.

3. Locate cells with bright GFP signal on telomeres and

diffusively localized mCherry signal in the nucleoplasm.

Find around 20 cells, memorize each position with x, y, z

information and set up parameters for time lapse imaging

with 0.5 μm spacing for a total of 8 μm in Z and 5-minute

time interval for 2-4 hours for both GFP and mCherry

channels. Use 30% of 594 nm and 50% of 488 nm power

intensity, with exposure times of 200 ms and camera gain

300.
 

NOTE: The output power of laser units is 20 mW. Bright

GFP foci indicate larger anchor size which can nucleate

condensates more easily. Find cells with a wide range of

mCherry signal because phase separation depends on

SIM concentration in the cell. Cells with too dim or too

bright mCherry signal may not phase separate. To avoid

photobleaching, do not use too much laser power or too

long exposure time.

4. Start imaging and take one-time loop as pre-dimerization.

Pause imaging, add 0.5 mL imaging media containing 15

μL of 10 μM dimerizer to the imaging chamber on the

stage so that the final dimerizer concentration is 100 nM.

Resume imaging.

5. When ready to reverse dimerization, pause imaging, add

0.5 mL imaging media containing 2 μL of 100 mM stock

TMP to the imaging chamber on the stage to get 100 μM

TMP final concentration. Continue imaging cells for 1-2

hours.

6. Fixed imaging

1. Same microscope set up as live imaging, stage heating

is not needed. Use 488 nm to image telomere FISH, 561

nm for mCherry IF, and 647 nm for PML or SUMO IF.
 

https://www.jove.com
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NOTE: If not using a mCherry antibody, just directly

image mCherry protein but signal maybe dim because of

quenching in FISH.  Still use 561 nm rather than 594 nm

laser to image mCherry to avoid signal bleed-through of

Cy5 to mCherry.

2. Locate around 30-50 cells with red signal (mCherry or

mCherry IF) to select for transfected cells.

3. Images were taken with 0.3 µm spacing for a total of 8

µm in Z for collecting more signals. Use 80% of 647 nm,

80% of 561 nm, and 70% of 488 nm power intensity, with

exposure times of 600 ms and camera gain 300.

7. Process time-lapse images

1. Define binary for telomeres
 

Choose one cell with all time and z-stack information,

choose only the GFP channel and create a binary layer

by defining threshold. Adjust the lower and upper values

of the threshold and use functions such as “Smooth”,

“Clean” and “Fill holes” to see how well the threshold

picks up the desired objects through all time points.

2. Subtract background
 

Choose all channels, draw rectangle Region of Interest

(ROI) on the background (aside from the cell). Define

this ROI as background and then subtract background

intensity.

3. Link telomere binary to telomere intensity
 

Choose telomere binary and link it to GFP channel

for calculating GFP intensity in the binary objects as

telomere intensity.

4. Calculate telomere number and intensity over time
 

Specify which information to be exported, such as time,

object ID, mean intensity, sum intensity, and export data.

Use figure plotting software to read the exported table

and generate figures of telomere number and telomere

intensity (summarize intensity over the volume in each

telomere and then average over all telomeres in a cell)

over time.

8. Process fixed-cell images

1. Define binary for APBs
 

Choose transfected cells for analysis by looking for

signal in 561nm channel. Following the procedure in

7.1, define threshold in both GFP (telomere DNA FISH)

and Cy5 (PML or SUMO IF) channel to generate binary

for telomeres and PML bodies or SUMO, respectively.

Merge GFP and Cy5 binary layers and create a new layer

containing particles that both have GFP and Cy5 signal

to represent co-localization of PML body on telomeres,

thus APBs.

2. Calculate APB/SUMO number and intensity
 

Subtract image background following 7.2. Link APB/

SUMO binary layer to Cy5 channel following 7.3.

Calculate APB/SUMO number and intensity. Export and

plot data following 7.4.

Representative Results

Representative images of telomeric localization of SUMO

identified by telomere DNA FISH and SUMO protein IF are

shown in Figure 2. Cells with SIM recruitment enriched

SUMO1 and SUMO 2/3 on telomeres compared to cells with

SIM mutant recruitment. This indicates that SIM dimerization-

induced SUMO enrichment on telomeres depends on SUMO-

SIM interactions.

A representative time lapse movie of TRF1 and SIM after

dimerization is shown in Video 1. Snapshots at four time

points are shown in Figure 3A. SIM was successfully

recruited to telomeres and both SIM and TRF1 foci became

https://www.jove.com
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larger and brighter, as predicted for liquid droplet formation

and growth (Figure 1B). In addition, fusion of TRF1 foci

was observed (Figure 3B), which led to telomere clustering

as shown in the reduced telomere number (Figure 3E)

and increased telomere intensity over time (Figure 3D).

In contrast, SIM mutant was recruited to telomeres after

dimerization but did not induce any droplet formation or

telomere clustering, as telomere intensity did not grow and

telomere number did not reduce (Figure 3C,D,E, Video

2). This indicates that phase separation and thus telomere

clustering is driven by SUMO-SIM interactions.

The reversal of phase separation and telomere clustering

after adding excess free TMP is shown in Video 3. Snapshots

at four time points are shown in Figure 4A. Agreeing

with the predicted condensate dissolution and de-clustering

of telomeres, telomere number increased, and telomere

intensity decreased over time (Figure 4B, C).

Representative images of APBs identified by telomere DNA

FISH and PML protein IF are shown in Figure 5. Cells with

SIM recruited have more APBs than cells with SIM mutant

recruited, suggesting dimerization-induced condensates are

indeed APBs.

The figures here show representative images. For statistical

analysis with more cells, please refer to Zhang et. al., 202011 .

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 1: Chemical dimerization to induce chromatin-associated condensates. (A) Dimerization schematic: The

dimerizer consists of two linked ligands, TMP and Halo that interact with eDHFR and Haloenzyme, respectively. The phase

separating protein is fused to mCherry and eDHFR, and the chromosome anchor protein is fused to Halo and GFP. (B)

Before adding dimerizer (top-left nucleus), the majority of chromosome anchor proteins (green squares) are localized to the

chromosomes and a small amount of anchor proteins are diffusely localized in the nucleoplasm. Phase separating proteins to

be recruited (purple stars) and phase separating partners (proteins that will condense with the phase separating protein, red

triangles) are diffusely localized in the nucleoplasm. After adding dimerizers (top-right nucleus), phase separating proteins

are dimerized to the anchor protein on the chromosomes and in the nucleoplasm. There could be some excess phase

https://www.jove.com
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separating proteins in the nucleoplasm, depending on the relative concentration of the anchor protein, phase separating

protein and the dimerizer used. After dimerization (bottom-right nucleus), increased local concentration of the phase

separating proteins at the anchor leads to phase separation and the formation of chromatin-associated condensates. Phase

separating partners are enriched at the anchor because of co-condensation with the eDHFR-fused phase separating protein.

Anchor proteins that are not directly bound to the chromatin can be enriched at the anchor because of dimerization to the

phase separating protein. After adding excess free TMP to compete with the dimerizer for eDHFR binding (bottom-left

nucleus), the phase separating protein is released from the chromatin and the condensate is dissolved. Please click here to

view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 2: SUMO is enriched after recruiting SIM to telomeres with dimerizers. (A) Dimerization schematic in this

experiment: SIM (or SIM mutant) is fused to mCherry and eDHFR, and TRF1 is fused to Halo and GFP. (B) A representative

cell for telomere DNA FISH and SUMO1 IF after recruiting SIM. Bottom is binary layer identifying telomeres, SUMO1 and

https://www.jove.com
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number of colocalized SUMO1 and telomere DNA foci. Scale bars: 5 µm. (C) A representative cell for telomere DNA FISH

and SUMO1 IF after recruiting SIM mutant. At the bottom is the binary layer of the images used to identify the number

of colocalized SUMO1 and telomere DNA foci. Scale bars: 5 µm. (D) A representative cell for telomere DNA FISH and

SUMO2/3 IF after recruiting SIM. At the bottom is the binary layer identifying telomeres, SUMO2/3, and the number of

colocalized SUMO2/3 and telomere DNA foci. Scale bars: 5 µm. (E) A representative cell for telomere DNA FISH and

SUMO2/3 IF after recruiting SIM mutant. At the bottom is the binary layer of the images used to identify the number of

colocalized SUMO2/3 and telomere DNA foci. Scale bars: 5 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
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Figure 3: Dimerization-induced phase separation drives telomere clustering. (A) Snapshots of TRF1-GFP and SIM-

mCherry before and after adding 100 nM dimerizer (final concentration). At the bottom is the telomere binary layer identified

from TRF1-GFP. Scale bars: 5 µm. (B) A fusion event after recruiting SIM to telomeres. Scale bars: 2 µm. Time interval: 5

min. (C) Snapshots of TRF1-GFP and SIM mutant-mCherry before and after adding 100 nM dimerizer (final concentration).

https://www.jove.com
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At the bottom is the telomere binary layer identified from TRF1-GFP. Scale bars: 5 µm. (D) Average telomere intensity

(summarize intensity over the volume in each telomere and then average over all telomeres in a cell) over time after

recruiting SIM (green, for cell in Figure 3A) and SIM mutant (blue, for cell in Figure 3C). (E) Telomere number over time

after recruiting SIM (green, for cell in Figure 3A) and SIM mutant (blue, for cell in Figure 3C). Please click here to view a

larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 4: Reversal of condensation and telomere clustering. (A) Snapshots of TRF1-GFP and SIM-mCherry after

adding 100 µM TMP (final concentration) to cells with condensates formed for 3 h. At the bottom is the telomere binary layer

identified from TRF1-GFP. Scale bars: 5 µm. (B) Average telomere intensity (summarize intensity over the volume in each

telomere and then average over all telomeres in a cell) over time for cell in Figure 4A. (C) Telomere number over time for

cell in Figure 4A. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/62173fig03large.jpg
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/62173fig03large.jpg
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/62173fig04large.jpg
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Figure 5: Dimerization-induced condensates are APBs. (A) A representative cell for telomere DNA FISH and PML IF

after recruiting SIM. At the bottom is the binary layer identifying telomeres, PML bodies and the number of colocalized PML

and telomere DNA foci, i.e., number of APBs. Scale bars: 5 µm. (B) A representative cell for telomere DNA FISH and PML

IF after recruiting SIM mutant. At the bottom is the binary layer of the images used to identify the number of colocalized PML

and telomere DNA foci, i.e., number of APBs. Scale bars: 5 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Video 1: Recruiting SIM with dimerizers to telomeres

drives phase separation and telomere clustering.

Live imaging of SIM-mCherry, TRF1-GFP, and merge

channels before and after adding 100 nM dimerizer (final

concentration). Scale bars: 5 µm. Time interval: 5 min. Time

as shown. Please click here to download this video.

Video 2: Recruiting SIM mutant cannot drive phase

separation and telomere clustering. Live imaging of SIM

mutant-mCherry, TRF1-GFP and merge channels before and

after adding 100 nM dimerizer (final concentration). Scale

bars: 5 µm. Time interval: 5 min. Time as shown. Please click

here to download this video.

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/62173fig05large.jpg
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/Video 1.mp4
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/Video 2.mp4
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/Video 2.mp4
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Video 3: Reversal of condensation and telomere

clustering. Live imaging of SIM-mCherry, TRF1-GFP

and merge channels after adding 100 µM TMP (final

concentration) to cells with condensates formed for 3 h. Scale

bars: 5 µm. Time interval: 5 min. Time as shown. Please click

here to download this video.

Discussion

This protocol demonstrated the formation and dissolution

of condensates on telomeres with a chemical dimerization

system. Kinetics of phase separation and droplet-fusion-

induced telomere clustering are monitored with live imaging.

Condensate localization and composition are determined with

DNA FISH and protein IF.

There are two critical steps in this protocol. The first is to

determine protein and dimerizer concentration. The success

in inducing local phase separation at a genomic locus

relies on the increase in local concentration of the phase

separating protein above the critical concentration for phase

separation (Figure 1B). The global concentration of the

phase separating protein needs to be high enough so that

there are enough proteins to be concentrated locally. The

concentration of the phase separating protein cannot be

too high so that global phase separation has occurred

or can be easily induced.  The anchor DNA length (or

size of the modified chromatin that the anchor protein

binds to) and concentration of Halo-fused anchor protein

determine the size of the nucleation center at maximum

dimerization efficiency. The larger the anchor size the easy

it is to nucleate condensates. The dimerization efficiency is

affected by the amount of dimerizers relative to the amount

of anchor proteins. Too few dimerizers cannot occupy all

the available anchor proteins while too many dimerizers

result in non-productive binding of eDHFR to the excess

dimerizers rather than to the ones on the anchor protein.

Dimerizer concentration, along with the anchor DNA length

and concentration of Halo-fused anchor protein, can be

used to determine the critical concentration required for

nucleating local phase separation. A systematic approach to

vary those parameters (anchor DNA length, anchor protein

concentration, phase separation protein concentration and

dimerizer concentration) can be used to map a multi-

dimensional phase diagram. However, if the interest is not in

mapping phase diagram but forming chromatin associated-

condensates like demonstrated here, it is very easy to simply

pick cells with bright Halo-GFP signal (larger anchor size)

and cells with a wide range of brightness for mCherry-eDHFR

(various phase separating protein concentration) to image

with the dimerizer concentration for maximum dimerization

determined in Protocol 2.3. The second critical step is to avoid

photobleaching in live imaging. Different from global phase

separation where droplets (bright mCherry foci labeling the

phase separating protein) will emerge after phase separation,

local condensation at genomic locations cannot be easily

spotted by judging the presence of mCherry foci. This is

because recruitment of the protein alone, without phase

separation, to genomic loci will result in formation of mCherry

local foci. Phase separation occurs after recruitment, so

mCherry foci continue to become bigger and brighter after

initial recruitment. The phase separation-induced enrichment

can occur in GFP channel (the anchor protein) as well,

due to the dimerization of the anchor protein to the phase

separation protein. Therefore, change of physical properties

(size and intensity) of the foci over time rather than the

presence of foci should be used to judge phase separation.

While it might be difficult to differentiate dimerization or phase

separation-induced enrichment of mCherry (prey protein)

foci, enrichment of GFP (anchor protein) foci only occurs

if there is phase separation (Figure 3D). Therefore, the

https://www.jove.com
https://www.jove.com/
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/Video 3.mp4
https://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/62173/Video 3.mp4
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enrichment of anchor protein can be used to easily judge

phase separation. Photobleaching resulted from high laser

power or long exposure time during imaging makes it more

difficult to judge phase separation from live imaging and

therefore should be avoided as much as possible by adjusting

imaging conditions. Note that the increases in foci intensity

and size over time are characteristics of LLPS but cannot be

used as the sole evidence for LLPS. In the case presented

here, droplet fusion was used as evidence for the formation

of liquid droplets, which may not occur for smaller number

of anchors or fewer mobile anchors. Without droplet fusion,

other methods such as diffusion of condensate components

and sensitivity to small molecule perturbation can be used to

further confirm condensate formation8,9 ,11 .

Though this chemical dimerization system renders temporal

resolution required for monitoring phase separation in live

cells, it lacks spatial resolution at the cellular and subcellular

level. Thanks to the modular design of the dimerizers, it

is possible to make light-sensitive dimerizers by attaching

a photocage to TMP, making the linker photosensitive or

both12,32 ,35 . By simply switching dimerizers within the same

engineered cell background for different applications, high

spatial and temporal control of the dimerization, reversal of

dimerization, or both with light can be achieved. We envision

with those light-sensitive dimerizers, it will be able to control

phase separation with high spatial and temporal precision.

Compared to the available optogenetic tools to control

phase separation through light sensitive proteins36 ,37 , a

disadvantage of the chemical dimerization system is that

it can only reverse phase separation once. However, this

system can maintain sustained recruitment and thus phase

separation without light, which makes it more suitable for long

term live imaging applications such as to follow droplet growth

or cellular consequences of phase separation. In addition,

the ability to treat a population of cells without light makes

it convenient for biochemical assays such as those needed

to determine condensate composition or changes in genome

organization.

This method can be easily adapted to induce condensates

at other locations on the genome. One can simply identify a

protein that binds to the genomic location of interest and fuse

it to Halo to use it as an anchor (Figure 1B). Alternatively,

one can combine this with CRISPR and fuse dCas9 to Halo

and use guide RNAs to anchor Halo to the genomic loci of

interest38 . In addition, one can anchor Halo to an ectopic

DNA array (e.g. LacO) integrated into the genome by fusing

Halo to the targeting protein (e.g. LacI). One can then use a

bottom-up approach to assess the ability of a protein to phase

separate locally on chromatin, how its phase separation

ability is affected by protein truncations, mutations or post-

translational modifications, or how the condensate affects

local functions such as chromatin modification, replication

or transcription. To summarize, this chemical dimerization

system can be used to induce a wide range of condensates

on various chromatin locations and is particularly suitable

for investigating how the material properties and chemical

composition of chromatin-associated condensates contribute

to chromatin functions by combining long-term live imaging

with biochemical assays.
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